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Let ind and Ind respectively denote the dimension functions in the small and in 
the large which are defined by an inductive reference to the dimension of the 
boundary of arbitrarily small neighbourhoods of, respectively, points or closed sets. 
These dimension functions coincide in separable metric spaces (see for example [ 2, 
p. 651). In the nonsepar ‘jle case the only known metric example, due to Roy [7,8] 
or [6] has a discrepancy of 1 between the two functions. Roy’s space has weight 
the continuum. Kunen asked whether in the absence of the continuum hypothesis 
the weight could still be H, . 
The object of this note is to slightly modify Roy’s construction (using “fast 
subsequences”) in such a way that the weight of the space is lowered to K1. We 
thus prove: 
such that 
There exists a complete metric space P with a basis of cardinahty K, 
ind P=O and IndP=l. 
An earlier draft of this paper claimed to use a weakened form of a combinatorial 
principle known to be in esis; owever, as the 
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referee remarked, the weakened form is already (trivially) true in ZFC. In the 
meantime Kulesza [4] has given an alternative modification of the 
construction again of weight K1 basing his modification on the “pressing down 
lemma”. Both modifications implify the detail of Roy’s argument lending, one 
hopes, greater clarity to the original. Other modifications exist in the literature due 
to Mrbwka [5] and Terasawa [lo] but these have weight the continuum (even when 
squared). 
The central combinatorial tool in Roy’s construction, the indicator, which we 
modify in Section 4 to cur “large tree”, is a precursor of the independently and 
more recently discovered notion of “full set”; see [3]. At appropriat 
proof is therefore couched in the language of trees. We note that the 
the Prabir Roy construction given by Terasawa [lo] has the property ( 
that the square of the space has the same dimensional discrepancy. 
Before proceeding to the topological construction let us prepare 
binatorial tools. As usual we identify an ordinal (Y with its set of prede 
each ar E w1 we select a bijection, to be denoted for convenience cy, of t 
integers N onto LY in stich a way that the following property holds: 
(VP E wJ(V6 E 0*)(3a! > 6) 
[ar E o1 and @ is a “fast subsequence” of &j, (Cl) 
where we define fi to be a “fast subsequence” of Q if there is a sequence of integers 
(ni: i = 1,2,. . .} such that 
i<ni, @(i)=gkf(ni). 
We note two obvious properties that are crucial: 
for any two uncountable sets S, , S2 c o1 there is a limit ordinal CT E o1 
with ISi n al = o (i = 1,2); (C2) 
for any /3 E ol, @ is a fast subsequence of w,-many Q. (C3) 
Let I denote the set (-l,l}xo,. We shall refer to the set I+={l}xw, as w1 and 
to the set I- = (-1) X w1 as -wl; for QI E wl, LY will also ambiguously denote (I, cu) 
while -cy will denote (-1, a). It is important hat QI w -LY is a bijection. 
the space I with discrete metric and form the product space IN w 
closed-and-open sets (balls) take the following form as in the classica 
of the Baire space N”: 
(X)=(%EI % z extends x}, 
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where x is a finite sequence with terms in I. The Prabir Roy construction adds a 
shell of points P(X) to every Z3( x) where 
P(X) = {X) x Ir)l x 2, 
and 2 is the set of all o-sequences with terms in Z+. Letting X denote the set of 
all finite sequences x with terms in Z we see that the underlying set in the Prabir 
Roy space is 
P=zNU(XX~,XZ). 
A topology is introduced by specifying basic open sets (see [3, p. 39-l). These are 
of two types. Type-l sets take the form 
Z%(x) = B(x) u U {P(d): x’= x or X’ extends x}, 
and contain the shell of B(x) as well as the shells of all the sub-balls B(x’). 
Before we can introduce Type-2 sets we recall that we have assumed fixed an 
bijective map g : o + ct. Type-2 sets take the form (for zl, . . . , z,,_~ E I+): 
W,~,~*,***,~n-1 )= u &x, *g(i), m!, Tz,, . . . , TZ,_l) 
i2n 
It is straightforward to check that these definitions validly introduce a topology 
in which the basic open sets are closed-and-open and it is evident that the induced 
topology on the subspace I” is still the usual (product) topology on I”. 
Let us make a number of remarks. Observe first the sign-flip in the definition of 
U and the sign-constancy thereafter. 
We say that the depth of the ball Z?(X) is M when the length of the sequence x 
is m. Note that the depth of the balls in formula (1) is m + n + 1. In view of this we 
shall say that the depth of U(X, cy, zl, I . . , z,_,) is m + n + 1. 
The basic open neighbourhoods Z/(X, cy, zl, . . . , z,-,) of the point 6 = (x, Q, z) 
may be seen as built from basic open neighbourhoods of the points: 
rf = (4 *a(i), Tar, *(z,, Z2, . . . . Z”, l - l )I, 
which are “uniform” copies of (cy, z) sited in Z?( X, *a(i)). 
. If B(x) A 6(x’) # 0, then also B(x) n B(Y) z 0. 
2.2. If U(X, a, zl,. . . , z,_,) n U(x’, cd, zl,, . . . , &-J f 0, then for some i, 
j and E, &z(U) 
B(x, E@(i), -i%X, -&Z*, . . .)n (X',&'(j),-SQI, -%,.A% 
i.e., intersection cannot occur only on the shell. 
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Notation. x < x’ means that x’ properly extends x. x-x’ or (x, x’) denotes the 
concatenation of the sequences x and x’. For x E X, we use 1x1 to denote the length 
(possibly 0) of the sequence x. 
This proceeds along the same lines as Roy’s proof. We invoke oore’s metrization 
theorem which requires the existence of a family of open covers 3” (n = 1,2, . . .) 
which are star-refining, viz for every point p -nd every open neighbourhoocl U of 
p there exists an open neighbourhood V of the point p and an integer N so that 
St( v, 5!&) c_ u, 
where St denotes the star of V in $, (the union of all sets of gN meeting V). See 
[l, p. 4091 or [6, p. 801. 
In the current situation take 9, to consist of those sets g(x) and those sets 
U(x, a, 219 l l l Y z,_]) whose depth is n or more. Metrizability follows from the next 
two lemmas. 
mma A (“Flip-over Lemma”). For (x, e, z) E X x w1 x 2 and given n let N = 
Ixl+n+l. If WE 9& and Wn U(x,qzl,.. .,z,_#@, then 
(i) W = 6(x’) for some xk X implies WC U(x, a, zl, . . . , z,-1), 
(ii) W= U(x’, CY’, zl,, . . . , zi-,) for appropriate x’, CY’, zl,, . . . , z;._, implies that 
either lx’1 = N - 1, irs which case WE &xl) G U(x, cy, zl, . . . , z”-~) provided n a 2, or 
WC U(x, a, Zl, . . . , Z”_l). 
Suppose first W = &xl) for some x’ E X. Thus lx’1 > 1x1. It follows that for 
some i and some sign f 
13(x’) r? &x, *B(i), Ta, Tz,, . . . , Tz,_,) f 0. 
By Remark 2.1 
(x’) n B(x, *;(u( i), %Y, Tzl, . . . , S-1) # 0, 
and by reference to an element in the intersection it may be seen that x’ extends 
the sequence 
(x, -tQT( i), Rx, *z,, l - l , TZ”-1) 
(as Ix’IaIxI+n+I). 
\ve now turn to case (ii)., Suppose then that for some X’E X, cy E o1 and z’, . l l , &-I 
we have 
= U(x’, a’, z;, . . . , zb-1). 
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Again by Remarks 2.1 and 2.2 we need only consider the situation where, for some 
i and j, and, some sign choices E and 8, we have 
B(x’, m’(j), . . .> > B(x, Sa(i), . . .) # 0. (2) 
We draw inferences from the various possible cases from Fig. 1. Figure 1 indicates 
blocks of terms of arbitrary sign with a wavy Line, blocks of terms of constant sign 
with a shaded box and the term of opposite sign which precedes the box with a circle. 
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Let p E I” belong to the intersection in (2). Since /3 must agree on its first 1x1+ n + 1 
terms with both sequences 5= (x, Siu( i), . . .) and TI = Ix’, E(Y)(~), . . .) we conclude 
as follows (see Fig. 1): 
Case (a) here B(x’) C_ B(x, Sa( i), . . .); 
Case (b) see below; 
Case (cc) a contradiction occurs between constancy of sign in $ and the sign-flip 
in I), unless n = 1, whereupon 1x1+ 2 = lx’1 + I and Case (b) arises; 
Case (d) Sex = EXX’ and so either the equality or inclusion W G U(x, LY, z! , . . . , z,J 
follows; 
Case (e) a contradiction occurs between constancy of sign in 3 and the sign-&p 
in 5. 
Noninclusion occurs in Case (b), but here we notice that 
Ix’l+l=lxl+n+i, 
i.e., lx’1 = IQr - 1, as asserted. 0 
. For agy x E X there is N so large that if 
WE%N and W n B(x) # $3, 
then 
(9 implies W c g(x). 
(ii) W=U(x’;d;&..., z;_,) implies either W c i(x), or lx’1 = 1x1 +1, in which 
case WE B(x’) c_ @x1, . L . ) x+_~) prooided Ixl> 1. 
In view of Remark 2.1, case (i) will evidently ho11 if we arrange for N 2 1x1. 
We compute how large N must be for (ii) to hold. Assuming that W = 
U(x’,a’,z’1,..., zL_,) and Wn i(x) # 0, there exists i 2 N’ and a choice of sign 
E E {* 1) such that 
B(x) n 6(x’, &a’(i), --~a’, -~7;, . . . , --Ez~_~) # 0. (3) 
Let us write 
6 = (x’, m’(i), --E(Y’). (4) 
First suppose that 
5 is an initial segment of x. 
Thus for some I G 1x1 we have 
I 
cr= I I Xl I g’(i)=IxJ. (9 
Since the function g : w + w1 is injective we can compute from x,, xh-l for exh 
h s 1x1 the unique integer m,, such that 
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where Ix, 1 an.1 Ix~~_~I refer to the unsignc‘d ordinals Corresponding to xh and x1, _I _ 
us if N = E.‘(x) is selected so that 
(7) 
equation (6) wiil contradict equation (5) since i 5 Ni The condition on N just 
derived thus ensures that 6 cannot be an initial segment of x. 
Next suppose that 
x is an initial segment of 5. (8) 
Evidently if 1x1 G Ix’l, the conclusion WE B(x) is trivial. By (4) this leaves open the 
possibilities that 
1x1 =Ix’1 + I or 1x1 =lx’1 + 2. 
In view of (3) the latter equality says that x and 5 are equal and this has already 
been precluded by the argument leading to condition (7) which we have placed on 
N. The former case evidently gives X’-C x, so 
Wr &Xi , l l l , xI,I-A 
where 1x1 is the length of the sequence x, assumed positive. 
Thus (i) and (ii) hold if we take 
N=Ixl+max(mh: IChSIxl}. q 
Mettizubility at~w fiZZow~ easily. Let p be given and let U be any basic open 
neightourhood of p. Frst suppose p = (x, cy, z) for some x, (Y, z and say 
U=U(x,ar,z ,,..., Z”-1). 
Let 
ani 
v= U(x, ff, 21, . . . ,2,-l, 2,) 
M =Ixi+n+2. 
By Lemma A if WnV#O for Wd$,,,, then either WC: V or W= 
U(x’,a’,&..*, &_,) where Ix’1 = M - I. It follows that 
B(x,> E U(x, Q, 21,. . 0 , z,_*) 
(see case (ii) in Lemrz A) and so 
Now suppose p E I” and that U = &a) for Fame x^ E ThusZ=p~m forsomem. 
Let x =p 1 m + I and V = B(x). Choose N as in Lemma A. Thus if WE 9~ and 
-(x) f 8, we have that either = h/(x’, CX’, zl, 9.. _ , &_,) for some 
x’, cy’, z’ and 
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Thus again we have 
Evidently the weight of the metric space is K1 (counting up the basic open sets). 
It is dlear also that the space P is complete with respect o the sequence (%,, : n = 
1,2,. . .) of open covers. 
C. Let A+&,, consist of the basic open sets of depth m; then no point belongs to 
more than two elements of 2&,. 
f. If x and x’ are distinct sequences of equal length m, then s(x) n &x’) = 0. 
Next suppose 
ux, *, Zl , . . . , z,_,) n U(x’, a’, zl,, . . . , zi-I) f 0, 
andm=(x(+n+ “n = lx’1 + k + 1. Thus for some natural numbers i and j and for some 
45, 8 in {*I}: 
B(x, &a(i), --ELY, -&zl,. . . , -EZ,_,) 
n B(x’, fia’( j), -6cr’( j), -&IX’, -Sz’, , . . . , -6zi-,) # 0. 
Since the indexing sequences are of equal length and both contain sign-flips it 
follows (by working backwards along the indexing sequences) that the sign-flips 
have to occur at the same places and hence that n = k and x = x’ and a! = a’. 
Evidently if nr = lx’1 = 1x1+ n+ 1 and 
W,a,z,,..., z,_,) n ii # f3, 
then x’ = (x, &a(i), -&ECY, -Ezl,. . . , -Ez,- ,) for some natural number i and 8 in (*I}. 
The lemma is now clear. 0 
Ind(P)s 1. 
roof. l3y Lemma C, dim(P) 6 1 (see for example [7, p. 251)). Hence, since dim = 
Ind (in a metric space), the corollary follows. 0 
1By a large tree (of height n) we shall mean a tree of sequences taken from ~7” 
such that all but the terminal nodes have valency o1 (i.e., have w1 immediate 
successors). Notions such as these are also studied in [9). Sequences of length n in 
such a tree are called branches. The empty sequence ( ) is called the root of the 
tree. write fl,, for ~7. Let X be a family of basic open sets of any type. 
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LetxEX, (YELP),, 7rElI,_, satisfy: 
(& E w,)(3 a large tree K&V branches kc Kp) 
[ Wx, Q, ~-W-k) E W. 
Then there exists a large tree K such that for all branches k in K 
U(x, CY, r-k) E 28. 
Put Tm = {p E ol : K, has height m}. Then, for some m, 1 Tm I= ol. The desired 
tree is then 
K = {(P)^k: p E T, and k E K,}. IJ 
. Lemmas 4.1-4.3 are true if “large” tree is redefined so that all but the 
terminal nodes of the tree are of valency w. In this case we obtain Roy’s notion of 
an “indicator”. The proof of the Main Lemma is valid for either notion. Our point 
of view is dictated by our earlier peripeteia with set-theoretic hypotheses. 
Suppose basic open subsets of members of 3? are also in R and that 
{x} x (CY) x 2 c U %?. Then there is a large tree K so that 
Wx, a, 4 E x9 
for all branches w of K. 
roof. Suppose no such tree exists, then by Lemma 4.1 there exists & so that for 
no large tree K,,, is it true that 
Wx, a, (PPW E x 
for all branches k of K,, . Applying Lemma 4.1 again we deduce that there is $Jz so 
that for no large tree KB, is it true that for all branches k of Kp2 
Wx, a, @,)-W-k) E z 
Continuing inductively we build up a sequence 
Z=(B,,Bz,*.*kJF. 
IIence for some n and some H E %‘, 
(X,LY,Z)EU(X,Q,~,,.**,Pn-I)E~ 
Consequently for every k E I7, we have 
Wx, a, (PI,. . . , Pn-d-W E ~JC 
This is a contradiction. 0 
.3. Let U, , U2 be open and suppose that 
(x)x(Ly)xZc u,v uz. 
Then, there exists j E { 1,2) and a large tree suzh that for all branches k of 
U(X, CY, k)c Uj. 
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oaf. Let 5V consists of basic open sets refining either of UI or Uz. Apply Lemma 
4.2 to obtain a large tree K0 so that for all branches w of K0 
U(x, (Y, 7r) E z 
Label the terminal node of T with a 1 or 2 according as U(X, cy, T) refines r $ or 
U2. Then there exists a large tree K which is a subtree of K0 with constant labelling 
of its terminal nodes. [To see this label the predecessors of the terminal nodes with 
a 1 (or 2) according as the node has o1 successors labelled with 1 (or respectively 
2). Repeating this process by backward induction yields a label j = 1 or 2 at the 
root of the tree KO. Now prune KO so as to leave only nodes labelled j.] 0 
a. Suppose P = U1 v Uz and U, , U2 are open. Suppose also that x E X is 
such that there are large trees K, and K2 such that for all branches k, of K, and k2 
of Kz 
&xnkl) c UI, (x-(-k2)) c_ U2. 
Then there exists a proper extension x’ of x and two large trees L1 und Lz so that for 
all branches 1, of L1 and l2 of Lz we have 
B(xr^l,) c LJI , B(xy-1,)) E u*. 
roof. For i = 1, 2 let Si consist of the nodes of height 1 of Kim By assumption 
Si 5 w1 and Si is uncountable. 
Hence, by property (C2), there is a limit ordinal a such that for i = I,2 
lUnSil=W. 
Rick two disjoint sequences of integers 1 C ml < m2 < l l l and 1-c n, < n2 < l l l so 
that for all j 
a(mj)ES1 ancI j<mj, 
a(nj)ES2 and j<nj. 
Finally, let S = {a! E ol: 0 is a fast subsequence of g}. Using Lemma 4.3 we may 
choose for each (Y E S an integer j( cu) E { 1,2) and a large tree K, so that for all 
branches k of K= we have 
U(X, QL, k) c Uj(a)* 
For j = 1,2 let S(j) = {(Y E S: j( cu) = j}. Since S is uncountable one of S(l), S(2) is 
uncountable. Say it is S(1). Put 
T,={cu~S(l): Km has height m}. 
Now pick N so that TN is uncountable. Our objective is now to obtain L2 from K2 
and to construct L1 from the trees { Ka : a E TN}. 
TO obtain L2 we put c = a( nN) and x’ = x-(-c). Let h be the height of K2; we put 
L2 = {(P(2), l l l , p(h), y): p E K2 and p( 1) = c and y E ml}; 
L, = {(a)^~: (v E TN and p E 
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Observe that c E Sz so c is a node of level 1 in K2 hence L2 is a large tree. Also 
since TN is uncountable L, is a large tree. Note that if Q! E TN, then for some integer 
p, cr( nN) = (u(p). Evidently, since a is a fast subsequence of 9, p > nN > IV. Now if 
k is a branch of K,, k has length ZV. Thus 
6(x, -c, cy, k) = &x, q(p), a, k) c U(x, a, k) E Ul, 
since p 2 N + 1. Thus L1 fulfills the required role. 
Now if Z is a branch of L2, then for some p E K2 with p( 1) = c, we have 
l= (P(2), l l l , P(h), Y), so 
&x, -c, -p(2), . . . , -p(h), -7) = &x, -p, -y) E &x, -p) c u2. 
Thus L2 fulfills the role required of it. 
This completes the proof of the Main Lemma. Cl 
Ind(P) = 1. 
roof. It sufhces to prove Ind( P) 2 1. With this aim in mind let 
C=Ppnz8(( ),p) and A=cl C, 
D = P$ &( ), -p) and B = cl D. 
We delay checking that A n B = 0. Now let U1, Uz be disjoint open sets with 
A G Ul, B E U2 and P = U, u U2. We observe that K, = K2 = ZZ2 obey the hypothesis 
of the Main Lemma. 
We may thus obtain by an inductive application of the Main Lemma a sequence 
of extensions of ( ) = xG, say x1 < x2 < x, < l l - -C x, and large trees Ly, L2 (where 
Ly= K, and LF= K2) so that for each n 
&x/Y& U1 and 6(x,3-Z2))~ U2 
for all branches I, of Ly and I2 of LT. It follows that if 5 E I” is the common extension 
of (xn : n = 0, 1,2, . . .), then 4 E cl Ul n cl U2 and this contradicts the disjointness of 
U, and U2. 
Finally we check that A n B = 0. 
First consider any point 8 in I”. If i(x) is an open neighbourhood of 5 of depth 
at least 2, then we have 
while, similarly, 
Bn&x)#0*x(l)<Oandx(2)<0. 
us e cannot lie in A n B. 
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Now consider a point e in P\I”. T’hus for some x E X, Q E P(x). If x = ( ), then 
none of the balls 
can meet C or D because of the sign-flip. Let x = (x, , . . . , xl) where I >, 1. Consider 
a neighbourhood W of 6 meeting A. Then 
WnA#0+ WnCZ0. 
If 1= 1, then for some a, and for some i and some E E (*l}, b3,~4O,=4nC#0 
so x1 > 0 and E = 1, whereupon 
B(x,, *a(i), Rx) n D = 0. 
If 132 we obtain x1)0 and x+0 if WnCZ0, whereupon WnD=P). 
This completes the proof. 0 
t. It is natural to inquire into the relationship between the construction 
here and that due to Kulesza. The following generalisation comes to mind. For each 
limit ordinal LY choose disjoint subsets Si( a) of a and now define the Type-2 open 
sets as follows: 
u(x,~,~,,...,G-, )= u B(x,*:y, Ta,e,,...,w,-,) 
YES”(a) 
u {x} x {a} x Z(z, . . . , zn_l). 
It may be verified that this definition continues to give rise to a metric space; only 
the definition of r&, in Lemma B is adjusted to be the m such that Ixh_il E S,&hl)- 
The choice Si(a) = [h(i), A( i+ 1)) then leads to a proof that the space has large 
inductive dimension equal to unity. We hope to develop this theme in a forthcoming 
note. On the other hand it is also possible to take the ulesza approach and to 
topologise o,\w so that for each (Y the set ar\F (where F is a finite set) is open 
and to repeat he Kulesza coding devices on (u~\w)~ to obtain his counterpart to 
the construction of the current paper. 
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